Artisan Technology Case Study: DMC Insurance Administrators
Quick Facts
DMC Insurance Administrators is a Third
Party Administrator serving more than
350 employers in California.
Information is the lifeblood of DMC’s
business. Managing plans that cover
14,000 employees and 42,000
beneficiaries is a sizable challenge.
All parties – insurers, employers,
employees, providers, and regulators –
require speed and accuracy.

“The old application supported only parts of DMC’s
business,” adds Jim Beattie, President of Artisan
Technology. “In other respects, we realized it was
getting in the way,”

The Solution
Artisan created a platform that accommodates
DMC’s growing volume of data, provides more
extensive reporting, improves performance, and
enhances security. As a web-based application, the
new system gives full support to DMC’s remote
offices, and it allows direct client access via a secure

The Problem
DMC’s existing application had become fragile and
laborious to maintain as the number of plans,
providers, and employers grew. Regulatory shifts and
special client requirements had layered change upon
change. "Our old system was working O.K., but it
wasn’t robust enough to give us comfort that we were
safe from data corruption and other risks. Moreover,
manual tasks that used to be acceptable were
becoming too costly," says Gordillo.

We began working with the team at Artisan to simply get
help updating some existing custom software. We didn’t
expect to gain business mentors that would help us
rethink how technology plays a role in our company. Not
only are they fair and honest, but they are good listeners
and attentive to detail. As a result, they created a truly
innovative web-based application that impresses our
prospects, helps us serve our clients, and sets us apart
from our competitors.

Victoria Gordillo, VP of Operations,
DMC Insurance Administrators

portal. “Furthermore,” adds Ken Smith, Vice President
and CTO of Artisan Technology, “the new
architecture is flexible enough to incorporate
enhancements and to satisfy ever changing
requirements in this volatile industry.”
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Return on Investment
“The positive impact of working with Artisan
Technology was much deeper than we could have
imagined,” says Gordillo. By looking beyond the
existing software to the goals of the business,
Artisan was able to improve the way DMC works.
A few ways that the new system has boosted DMC’s
bottom line:
By allowing clients to serve themselves for
certain needs, DMC produces less paperwork
and performs less manual reporting. In addition,
clients now have access to historical
information. This is something the previous
system did not support.
Prior to implementing the new application,
auditors would spend days or weeks on site,
reviewing paper files and historical information.
Getting ready was an enormous chore. Now,
DMC simply generates a few electronic reports
and offers auditors a complete package that
requires almost no disruptive on-site effort.

The system is flexible, so incorporating new
clients, adding enhancements, and complying
with regulatory & legal changes is easy. This
capability has already proven valuable, as DMC
quickly satisfied requirements of the federal
stimulus legislation and continues adapting to
health care system reforms.
DMC can now demonstrate compliance with
security regulations (HIPPA, for example) with
less cost and effort.

“I am so glad that we worked with Artisan on this
project,” explains Gordillo. “It’s not just about how
the project went – they delivered on-time and
on-budget at every stage – but that they truly
wanted to provide the right solution. If they didn’t
ask some tough questions, we would have gotten
a decent enhancement. Instead, we got
something that has changed the way we do
business for the better.”
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